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RESPECTING THE PAST, REFLECTING THE FUTURE
For the bulk of the year 2016-17 Jazz North East was rightly celebrating its 50th year of existence, having
been established in 1966 with the support of what was then Northern Arts. It’s gratifying to report that, after
a highly successful anniversary year, we entered 2017 with continued support from Northern Arts’
contemporary equivalent, Arts Council England, with additional funding from the PRS for Music Foundation.
This welcome support means that we have been able to move into our second half century with a
continuing determination to sustain the high quality of programming that has been our hallmark throughout
our existence, while recognising and reflecting the ongoing changes taking place, artistically and
organisationally, in the jazz world. Presentation of new artists, collaboration with new promoters, and further
development of international links, have all run as threads through a year that successfully met the Jazz
North East mission of reflecting the diversity of jazz and improvised music.

QUANTITY MATCHED BY QUALITY
A total of 42 concerts was presented during the year, four more than in the previous year, and marking a
new high in activity - the previous record having been 40 in 2012-13. This total exceeded the anticipated
level of between 35 and 40, but a welcome increase in co-promotions with other organisations and festivals
meant that we were able to add to our programme without diluting the quality. The fact that there continues
to be a significant number of additional concerts presented by other local promoters and venues means that
we have to be aware of a risk audience numbers, but an emphasis on cooperation rather than competition
has proved to be a positive way forward.
Quantity, of course, is not an end in itself, so it’s gratifying that the quality of our 2016-17 programme was
highly praised by audiences (and by participating musicians), sustaining our mantra “The Best in Jazz since
1966”. Our other boast, that “genre is secondary - quality is foremost” was also reflected in a programme
that again covered a wide spectrum of jazz styles from performances rooted in the ‘mainstream’ jazz tradition through to highly experimental concerts of free improvisation. The artists presented were also very
diverse, some already well established in jazz circles, but others just beginning to emerge on the scene and
not yet having a high public profile.
This willingness to programme relatively little known artists is a reflection of our commitment to assisting
in the development of the music and its emerging practitioners. As a contribution to this we continued our
‘Schmazz’ strand of programming, monthly concerts at the Newcastle Jazz Café with artists performing
entirely original material, and also sustained the principle of monthly concerts pairing national touring bands
with local groups, providing them with an opportunity to expand their creative practice.
A further significant strand in our programme was the continuation of our ‘Women Make Music’ project,
which we had commenced in 2015. As reported in our 2015-16 Annual Report, we received a second grant
from the PRS for Music Foundation, enabling us to put together a further series of concerts which ran into
the 2016-17 financial year, with the final event in November 2016. (A third grant from the same source
means that we were able to continue this valuable project in 2017.)
In all our programme involved the input of around 220 musicians from eleven different countries, with a
stylistic and geographical spread unmatched by any other UK promoters outside London.

VENUES AND PARTNERSHIPS
The Tyneside area still lacks a single, appropriately equipped venue as a dedicated home for jazz, which
means that a wide range of locations have historically been used for concerts. However, as in 2015-16, we
decided that it gave more focus to our programme to place nearly all of our concerts in just three venues,
all within a few minutes walk of each other, and all easily reached by public transport - the Bridge Hotel, the
Newcastle Literary & Philosophical Society, and the Jazz Café/Black Swan (both part of the same Newcastle Arts Centre complex).
The only exceptions to this were instances of partnership working, which saw a gratifying increase over the
year. One concert was presented at Sage Gateshead, as part of the Gateshead International Jazz Festival;
one at The Globe Newcastle, as a first ever co-promotion with the Jazz Co-op; and a four band extravaganza at Cluny 2, programmed by us as a contribution to the annual Narc Festival (the first time that the Festival had featured a dedicated Jazz Stage).
Another developing partnership was with the Asian cultural organisation GemArts, with whom we presented
a concert as part of their ‘Masala Festival’. It is anticipated that this co-operation will be developed further,
hopefully with concerts at other times of the year in addition to participation in the Festival.

Of course all our work with different venues involves a degree of partnership. The relationship with the
Bridge Hotel continues to be important, with the venue providing Jazz North East with storage space for
instruments and other equipment. Relationships with the Literary & Philosophical Society also remained
strong, and we continued to use the venue as our first choice for any concert requiring use of a good grand
piano. The Lit & Phil’s work with us in presenting the logistically complex 12 band ‘Going Dutch’ event
(detailed below under ‘International Connections’) was particularly highly appreciated. Finally we have
continued to build on our collaboration with the Newcastle Jazz Café and its associated venue the Black
Swan; in addition to regular monthly concerts at the Café, we placed other suitable gigs at the venues, with
four of these arranged as 50/50 co-promotions between ourselves and the venue itself.

INTERNATIONAL CONNECTIONS
Jazz North East’s reputation as a significant presence on the international jazz scene continued to grow,
and was reflected in our programme, with several artists including Newcastle as part of their first ever visits
to the UK. The significance of Jazz North East is also recognised by international organisations, with
members of the JNE Board invited to attend showcase festivals in Luxembourg, France, the Netherland
and Canada (the last invitation had to be refused on the grounds of cost). The link with the Netherlands,
through the ‘Dutch Performing Arts’ organisation, was particularly productive, leading in January 2017 to the
presentation of ‘Going Dutch’, with nine musicians flying in from Amsterdam for an ‘all-day extravaganza of
jazz from the Netherlands’ unique to Newcastle.
Other promotions included musicians from Australia, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Luxembourg,
Norway, Switzerland and the USA. In fact just over a third of our concerts included at least some overseas
musicians, some of them little known in the UK, a reflection of JNE’s willingness to embrace the diversity of
international jazz.

FINANCE
As has already been indicated, continued assistance from Arts Council England and the PRS for Music
Foundation meant 2016-17 was a relatively stable year financially, although margins remain extremely
tight and regular reports to the Board ensure that income and expenditure is monitored throughout the year.
The adventurous nature of Jazz North East’s programming would not be possible without the support of
such public funding, which enables us to maintain a creatively vibrant and forward-looking approach. An
Arts Council grant of £28,945 for the period September 2015 - December 2016 was followed by an award
of £14,977 for January - December 2016; pro rata amounts from each of these grants has been used to
support our activities in the financial year 2016-17.
Awards from the PRS Foundation for Music of £3,000 for the calendar year 2016 and £2,721 for 2017 both
overlapped the financial year, and were crucial in supporting our ‘Women Make Music’ programme.
The other main source of income was ticket revenue from concerts. With a continuing growth in the number
of jazz concerts presented by other promoters, competition for audiences is strong, and this, combined with
increasing economic pressure on he local population, meant that for the fourth consecutive year we felt it
inadvisable to increase ticket prices. Unfortunately the growth in audience numbers remains slow, so the
contribution of ticket income was lower than we had hoped, but there were encouraging signs that the audience demographic continues to widen, with an improving age, gender and ethnic balance. This is an issue
under continuous review, and we are hopeful of making progress in reaching a new audience which may
have previously been unaware of our activities.
A full set of the Jazz North East accounts for 2016-17 is available from info@jazznortheast.com

THE BOARD
2016-17 was the first full year in which JNE has benefited from the services of our paid administrative
assistant, Wesley Stephenson, whose work in co-ordinating our whole concert programme and in liaison
with the artists has proved invaluable. This shedding of some of the crucial work involved in arranging and
delivering the concert programme meant that members of the Board - unchanged from the previous year were better able to concentrate on specific areas of activity that collectively contribute to making JNE such
a highly respected player in the jazz world.
The Board members throughout the year were:
Iain Kitt (Secretary)		
Paul Bream (Chairperson)
Ken Drew (Photography
Charlie McGovern (Sound)		

Bill Bream (Treasurer)		
John Pope (Local artist liaison)

CONCERT PROGRAMME APRIL 2016 - MARCH 2017
April 3rd : Inclusion Principle : Bridge Hotel
April 10th : Deep Whole Trio : Bridge Hotel
April 16th : Michel Reis Quartet + John Law Trio : Sage Gateshead
26th April : Partikel Quartet : Jazz Café
1st May : Pavees Electric Trio : Bridge Hotel
4th May : VEIN with Greg Osby : Lit & Phil
8th May : Thermal Threshold + MacCalman & Collins + Diachronicx : Bridge Hotel
26th May : Ingrid Jensen Quartet : Black Swan Bar & Vanue
31st May : Olie Brice Sextet : Jazz Café
5th June : Ramond MacDinald & Gunter ‘Baby’ Sommer : Bridge Hotel
12th June : Sue Ferris Quartet + Ruth Lambert Trio : Bridge Hotel
24th June : Sue Richardson - ‘Too Cool’ : Jazz Café
28th June : Tim Richards Hextet : Black Swan Bar & Venue
2nd July : Beck, Saw & Collins + Zoë Gilby + Taupe + Not Now Charlie : Cluny 2
3rd July : John Pope Qunitet : Bridge Hotel
10th July : Square One Quartet + MoHaWi : Bridge Hotel
12th July : Manjula : Black Swan Bar & Venue
4th September : Bonga, Champion & Mwamba : Bridge Hotel
8th September : Laura Kinsella Ensemble : Black Swan Bar & Venue
11th September : Corrie Dick - ‘Impossible Things’ : Bridge Hotel
27th September : Followed by Thirteen : Jazz Café
2nd October : Sloth Racket : Bridge Hotel
9th October : Foran-McCallum Duo + Alan Law Trio : Bidge Hotel
11th Octoebr : Brand, Beresford & Edwards : Jazz Café
14th October : Ellery Eskelin : The Globe
25th October : Horse Orchestra + Krokofant + Archipelago : Black Swan Bar & Venue
6th November : Hans Peter Hiby Trio : Bridge Hotel
11th November : Greg Abate & the Paul Edis Trio : Jazz Café
13th November : Josh Sinton Trio + Improvisers Workshop Ensemble : Bridge Hotel
18th November : Unfurl Quintet : Jazz Café
29th November : Thomas Starace Quartet : Black Swan Bar & Venue
4th December : HTrio : Bridge Hotel
13th December : The Fluid Orchestra : Black Swan Bar & Venue
22nd January : Going Dutch : Lit & Phil
7th February : Seamus Blake Organ Trio : Black Swan Bar & Venue
11th February : Ernest Dawkins & the Unknowns : Jazz Café
12th February : Madwort Sax Quartet + Noize Choir : Bridge Hotel
28th February : Flying Machines : Jazz Café
5th March : Trevor Watts & Veryan Weston + Chris Cundy : Bridge Hotel
12th March : Kit Downes & Tom Challenger + Vyamanikal : Bridge Hotel
12th March : Tom Riviers’s Family Band : Jazz Café
28th March : Jonathan Silk’s Fragment Quartet : Jazz Café
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